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Azhar Sabri(10/01/1990)
 
Azhar Sabri was born in Gaya Bihar, He received his early education from Gaya,
a friend of the family.
 
  Young Azhar was much impressed by this gentleman, and he got interested in
Urdu Young Aster was much impressed by this gentleman, and he got interested
in Urdu poetry because or him. He writes that at 7-8 years of age, he had
became so fluent in Urdu that people used to come to him to get their letters
written.
 
  fluent in Urdu that people used to come to him to get their letters written, Then
he moved to Delhi, India. At that age he regularly read Urdu newspapers Aalami
sahara, and inquilaab. For couple of months used Azhar Gayavi as his pen name,
but later he chose Aster Gayavi. In the pre-teen years, he used to live with his
teacher Noorul Hassan in hometown. At age 16, he would regularly attend
mushairas. He was also active in Urdu Majlis (society)      formed for the
advancement of Urdu literature.
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Beete Hue Main Kuch Haseen Pal Likh Gaya
 
Beete hue main kuch haseen pal likh gaya
Dhire dhire main ek nayi ghazal likh gaya
 
Azhar Sabri
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Ek Koh E Gham Liye Betha Hoon
 
Ek koh e gham liye betha hoon
Log kahte hain piye betha hoon
Koo e Jana me hui he jab se shikast
Tab se hothon ko siye betha hoon
 
Azhar Sabri
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Ghar Me Taare Hazaar Laaya Hoon
 
Ghar me taare hazaar laaya hoon
Chaand chhat pe utaar laaya hoon
Bohot roka samandar ne mujhe
Phir bhi kashti ko paar laaya hoon
 
Azhar Sabri
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Jo Kho Diya Usey
 
Jo Kho diya usey, paane ki Arzoo to nahi?
Jiski talash hai wo, kahin Roobaroo to nahi?
 
Azhar Sabri
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Kal Raat Chandani Thi...
 
Kal raat chandani thi,  mousam mein nami thi
halki si woh barsaat or barf jami thi
Per raas na aya, aster woh nazara
Mai tha, meri tanhaayi, bas teri kami thi
 
Azhar Sabri
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Kal Tak Jo May Se Anjaan Tha Ab Peena Seekh Gaya
 
Kal tak jo may se anjaan tha ab peena seekh gaya
Gam-e-judaai me mar mar ke jeena sikh gaya
 
Azhar Sabri
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Ley Ke Koi Khabar Nhi Aata
 
ley ke koi khabar nhi aata
Ab to qaasid idhar nhi aata
 
Lot aany ka waadah karte hyn,
Par koi lot kr nhi aata
 
Kab se palkein bichay betha hoon,
Chand kyonkar nazar nahi aata
 
Apni hasti mita deta  azhar,
Tuu agar Waqt per nahi aata
 
Azhar Sabri
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Yeh Zamana Mujhe Jeene Nahi Deta
 
Yeh zamana mujhe jeene nahi deta
Or yeh mekhana mujhe marne nahi deta
 
Azhar Sabri
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